
Active holidays

Adventures along the GR®34 coastal path �

The fantastic GR®34 that runs along the entire Breton
coast is the perfect route for adventurers who want to
make the most out of the land and the sea. The route can
be broken into several different itineraries, each
combining spectacular hiking terrain with a variety of
water sports such as swimming, diving, SUP and more. 

→ Discover our six itineraries

Trip ideas

   

3 days between history and legends �

A green, cultural and mysterious break between the
Nantes – Brest canal and Brocéliande Forest. In Josselin,
you’ll learn about the history of the Rohan family, while
Malestroit will charm you with its medieval past. You’ll
roam among a unique collection of hydrangeas at Lac au
Duc, and mysterious standing stones in Monteneuf, before
exploring the magical forest of Brocéliande. 

→ See the full itinerary 

Brittany Experiences

   

Dolphins, seals and lighthouses in Brittany � 

Off the west coast of Brittany stretches the Iroise Marine
Park, and the highest density of lighthouses in Europe. Set
sail to Molène island from Le Conquet, in a RIB boat for up
to 15 people. Discover the abondant wildlife, wend your
way between the off shore lighthouses. Once in Molène,

explore the island freely, before returning to the mainland
in the late afternoon. 

→  Find out more

Accommodation

New hotels in Rennes & the Pink Granite Coast 

Stylish and open-minded, that's the trademark of Mama
Shelter. With 119 rooms, a rooftop restaurant and colourful
interiors, the hotel chain opened its latest address in
Rennes in 2023. Located on the Pink Granite Coast, the
elegant Roz Marine spa-hotel, with 91 rooms and suites, is
a new addition to Brittany's collection of chic seaside
hotels.

→  Mama Shelter in Rennes 

→  Roz Marine In Perros-Guirec 

In the footsteps of King Arthur
in the legendary forest of
Brocéliande, in rubber boots in
an oyster farm on the Emerald
Coast, or on the golf courses
around Rennes: Westcapades
creates activities for one to
several days for your groups.

   

__ + Westcapades

Your cycling tour specialist in
Brittany: from bike hire and
accommodation to fully-
packaged tours, Abicyclette
Voyages creates tailored
individual bike tours,
whether you're looking for
day trips or longer trips.

   

__ + Abicyclette

Whether you’re looking for
food tours, kayaking trips,
island hopping adventures, or
a fun evening, Funbreizh
designs exciting travel modules
and events off the beaten
tracks for individuals and small
groups. 

   

   

__ + Funbreizh

Getting to Brittany from the UK

Getting to Brittany from the Netherlands

Getting to Brittany from Italy

Brittany has never been so close
to you 

   

Facebook Instagram

 

   

   

Welcome to Brittany 

We are pleased to introduce our first Brittany newsletter in English for tourism professionals.
In the future, we would like to send you B2B news and travel ideas 2 times a year. If you do

not wish to receive this newsletter, you can unsubscribe at any time.

Breton experts �

Incoming agencies in Brittany will be happy to help you design your holiday packages. Trust
their local knowledge for cycling trips, micro-adventures, unique experiences...

   

   

Photographs and texts are not contractual. Copyright : C. Ferrand, N. Dequin, BestJobers, Mama Shelter, Roz Marine 
  You can access, rectify and delete information about yourself. You can also oppose to data handling for legitimate reasons.For
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